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Exploitable length correlations in peptide nanofibres
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Introduction
An ability to predict and control nanoscale assembly can impact on both pure and applied chemistry. Biological systems employ protein folding elements as building units that spontaneously assemble into complex architectures with specific functions. α-Helical coiled-coils, which account for 3-5% of all encoded proteins, including transcription factors, intermediate filaments, and viral coats, are ubiquitous for biomolecular self-oligomerisation and increasingly so for prescriptive bionanodesigns. The hallmark of most coiled-coil sequences is a heaptad repeat of hydrophobic H and polar P residues, HPPHPHP, which is often denoted abedefg. The spacing between hydrophobic residues, which are placed in a and d positions, is approximately 3.5 residues. This arrangement creates a hydrophobic seam along one side of the coiled-coil helix, which adopts a left-handed twist to accommodate 3.5 residues per turn – the spacing which is short of the repeat for monomeric right-handed α-helices (3.6-residue).

Thus, two or more seams, two or more helices, can interdigitate to polymerise into longitudinal rope-like and, through lateral associations, fibrous coiled-coil structures. The architecture, oligomerisation state and morphology of resulting coiled-coil assemblies are largely defined by the very nature of amino acids used, and in particular in the hydrophobic a and d positions and electrostatic interfacial e and g sites. Such sequence-to-structure relationships combined with the synthetic accessibility of coiled coils have led to notable successes in the design of fibrous materials in recent years. Indeed, it was shown that empirical control can be achieved over fibre thickening, fibre topology, and morphological switching from cage-like to fibrous nanostructures. Programmed in sequences these features can also be introduced using an alternative approach involving the use of one-heaptad modules, simple re-arrangements of which in the same sequence template were shown to lead to different supramolecular fibre architectures.

Despite all the progress made in engineering fibre morphology fibre designs of finite or arrested lengths are lacking. Most native coiled coils and coiled-coil filaments assemble from proteins. Having essentially no length restrictions protein sequences tend to assemble in register and into finite structures. Synthetic fibres assemble from much shorter sequences typically not exceeding 35 residues. Such an imposed physical restraint stimulates the development of auxiliary strategies that can enable the axial coiled-coil propagation of short peptides. A notable approach is the use of staggered coiled-coil oligomers that polymerise longitudinally through terminal complementary overhangs. Resulting structures are microns-long fibres with broad length distributions. In this regard, an empirical correlation between peptide and fibre lengths, which has yet to be reported, is of considerable interest. Herein, we introduce a straightforward approach exploring such correlation.

Results and discussion
Specifically, we designed a symmetrical sequence template comprising two generic α-helical modules, N- and C-terminal, with the number of heaptads in both modules being exactly the same. The main variable in the template is the total number of heaptads in each module. Given the minimum requirement of two contiguous heaptads to promote cooperative and stable fibre formation, a starting template was made of four heptads. Modules with three and four heptads provided two length variations of the template (Table 1). To promote a staggered coiled-coil assembly the modules were made oppositely charged using a cationic heptad, KIAALKQ, for the N-terminal module, and an anionic heptad, EIAALEQ, for the C-terminal module, respectively (Fig. 1). For the a-d pairs the isoleucine-leucine combination, which favours coiled-coil dimers, was used. Complementary charges at g and e sites of successive heptads (g-e' interactions) were introduced to set up an axial stagger of the terminal modules.
Table 1 Sequence template with varied integral module numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>gabcdef  gabcdef  gabcdef  gabcdef  gabcdef  gabcdef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>(KIAALKQ) (KIAALKK) (EIAALEY) (EIAALEQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>(KIAALKQ) (KIAALKK) (EIAALEY) (EIAALEQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 (-)</td>
<td>(KIAALKQ) (KIAALKK) (EIAALEY) (EIAALEQ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Peptide names correspond to the template with an integral module number; a charged residue in a single $f$ site providing an overall net charge is in bold.

The solvent-exposed $b, c$, and $f$ sites were occupied by alanines and glutamines, to minimize the lateral association of coiled-coil oligomers, while a tyrosine was included in a single $f$ site as a chromophore for accurate concentration determination (Fig. 1). The points outside the lines correspond to T3(-). Inset in C shows an expanded region of the amide I band.

Fig. 1. Template design. (A) Cationic and anionic modules arranged into a staggered coiled-coil homodimer. (B) Coiled-coil helical-wheels of the dimer with arrows indicating stabilising electrostatic interactions and the green box signifying the hydrophobic interface. A lysine residue in a single $f$ site providing a net positive charge is highlighted in bold. Cationic and anionic modules and residues are highlighted in blue and red, respectively.

The solvent-exposed $b, c$, and $f$ sites were occupied by alanines and glutamines, to minimize the lateral association of coiled-coil oligomers, while a tyrosine was included in a single $f$ site as a chromophore for accurate concentration determination (Fig. 1).

16 All amino acids used are characterised by high $\alpha$-helix propensity. Finally, the $f$ site of the central heptad in each sequence was made lysine to make an overall positive net charge.

Consistent with the design, for all the peptides at micromolar concentrations in 10 mM MOPS, circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy showed high degrees of $\alpha$-helix. As expected for helical assemblies, spectral $\Delta\varepsilon_{222}/\Delta\varepsilon_{208}$ ratios were $\geq 1$ (Fig. 2A and Table S1 in Supporting Information). A greater conformational order for shorter peptides was ascertained by increases in helical content as a function of peptide length, with stronger helical signals recorded for shorter peptides showing ~5% drops in helicity a step in the $T_2 > T_3 > T_4$ order (Fig. 2A, Table S1). Similar effects were reported by others for discrete coiled coils with nearly 10% decreases in helicity per extra heptad. Furthermore, CD spectra for self-assembled systems combine contributions from $\alpha$-helices in coiled coils and in the assembly, which are cumulative and may be associated with increases in helical content. Therefore, the strongest helix detected for the shortest $T_2$ may be indicative of a more stable and cooperative coiled-coil assembly when compared to the longer peptides.

Further support for this came from CD spectra recorded in 50% 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE). Fluorinated alcohols promote intramolecular hydrogen bonding by excluding water from the solute, i.e. encompassing it in a hydrophobic “matrix”, and by lowering the dielectric constant. The secondary structure observed in the presence of TFE would thus correspond to that of an individual peptide. CD spectra in 50% TFE revealed $\alpha$-helical conformations for all the peptides with $\Delta\varepsilon_{222}/\Delta\varepsilon_{208}$ ratios of $<1$ suggesting that monomeric conformers were predominant (Fig. S1A). As expected, the percentage of $\alpha$-helix increased from shorter $T_2$ to longer $T_3$ and $T_4$ peptides (Fig. 2A inset). The latter two were essentially fully folded at these conditions and their CD spectra overlaid (Fig. S1A). These observations suggest a helicity cut-off at T2 beyond which the ~10% deficit for an extra heptad observed in MOPS is regained at the expense of disrupted coiled-coil interactions in the presence of 50% TFE. In good agreement with other systems and with the reverse order in helix increases observed in aqueous buffers (Fig. 2A), the results suggest a higher supramolecular order for $T_2$ (Fig. 2A and S1A).
Indeed, as judged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), T2 fibres were longer than T3 or T4 with average lengths of 200 ± 30 nm versus 80 ± 20 nm, and tended to entangle with the formation of branching bundles (500 ± 100 nm), which was in contrast to morphologically discrete T3 and T4 assemblies (Fig. 3). As a consequence, the latter two appeared as dense “carpets” spanning nano-to-microscale dimensions. This effect was particularly apparent for T3 fibres, which, unlike T2 and T4, showed no signs of side-by-side associations and were randomly oriented. Consistent with the TEM analysis, linear dichroism (LD) spectra, which are used as a measure of relative peptide and fibre orientation, showed positive and negative bands respectively at 208 and 222 nm for T2 and T4, but not for T3 (Fig. 2B). These bands are characteristic of a peptide orientation which is parallel to the main fibre axis and is defined by fibre alignment under laminar flow.

Fig. 3 Template assembly. (A) Electron micrographs of assembled templates. (B) Average fibre lengths and thicknesses shown as a function of peptide length (C) Electron micrographs of pre-assembled T2 and T3 templates mixed in 1:1 molar ratio.

No spectral features were observed for T3 thus indicating a random or poor fibre alignment, which is likely to be due to the lack of inter-fibre associations. Indeed, T3 and T4 fibres were of comparable lengths, while all three templates were characterised by the same mean diameter of 4-8 nm. Further, native gel electrophoresis experiments revealed that T3 assemblies were nearly two times smaller than T2 and T4 fibres suggesting discrete, non-associative fibre formations for T3 (Fig. S2). Fibres of both types, discrete and bundled, appeared stabilised and morphologically conserved, which was particularly evident for equimolar mixtures of pre-assembled T2 and T3, in which discrete T3 fibres were clearly contrasted with T2 bundles (Fig. 3C). These results prompt a cooperative mechanism by which 2-nm-wide coiled coils bundle up into individual fibres (3-5 coiled
coils per fibre) with different degrees of inter-fibre association. This is intriguing and might be explained from the net charge perspective. Fibres of all three templates are strongly cationic. Because (i) all three peptide templates have the same net charge (+1) and (ii) assembled fibres are of the same diameters (4-8 nm), fibre net charges will vary as a function of peptide and fibre lengths. Longer fibres assembled from shorter peptides will have more peptide molecules incorporated and hence a more extensive surface charge. Based on this rationale, the net charge of individual fibres decreases in the T2>T3>T4 order or, according to an average number of peptide molecules, in 400>67>50 (i.e. an 80x5-mm T4 fibre incorporates 10x5=50 peptides).

Although pronounced in the formed structures, this trend is not expected to lead to significant differences in the total charge densities of T fibres, which are deemed similar at the same chain concentrations used. Gratifyingly, light scattering measurements returned ζ-potential values that were comparable for all three template assemblies while being in good agreement with the observed patterns of electrophoretic mobility (Table S1 and Fig. S2). The values were characteristic of incipient stabilities, which is fully consistent with self-assembling systems that are typically remain in equilibrium, and support inter-fibre associations subject to supramolecular (steric) stabilisation and conformational stability of the templates. Granted that polycations or indeed polycationic surfaces are prone to support fibrillation and aggregation, more extensive catonic surfaces can be expected to associate more.

However, while T4 fibres appeared to co-associate, T3 did not. This may imply a cut-off for inter-fibre associations at T3 as a result of decreasing stability (lesser helix content for T4) and cooperativity in assembly (partial unfolding). Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) and thermal unfolding experiments provided an additional insight into this. Specifically, FTIR spectra, which showed band patterns characteristic of helical conformations (amide I and II bands at 1647 and 1548 cm⁻¹) for all three templates (Fig. 2C, S1B and Table S2), revealed that the amide I bands were red-shifted when compared to a typical monomeric α-helix in water (1656 ± 2 cm⁻¹). Together with an accompanying band at 1630 cm⁻¹, common for reported coiled-coil proteins, the red shift can be attributed to helical adjustments or distortions in the coiled-coil superhelix. These findings are supported by sigmoidal unfolding curves of T2, the first derivatives of which gave dominating transition midpoints at ≤30°C, as expected for cooperatively folded structures (Fig. S3). By contrast, multiple transition points were apparent for T3 at 35°C, 60°C and 80°C suggesting two more conformer populations. This effect was even more pronounced for T4 which gave almost linear unfolding curves, with their first derivatives characterised by multiple overlapping transitions, and were consistent with the formation of non-specific complexes (Fig S3).

The decreasing cooperativity in folding from T2 to T4 is important in two regards. Firstly, it appears to relate the cut-off in helicity, at T2 (Fig. 2A), with that in inter-fibre associations, at T3 (Fig. 3). Secondly, it suggests that the stability of the template assembly is strongly mediated by the net charge. To probe these two points, an anionic counterpart of T3, in which the f site of the central heptad was made glutamate, T3(-), was produced. All spectral characteristics of T3(-) were supportive of the rationale. Specifically, the template had the lowest α-helical content in buffer (Fig. 2A), marginally weaker helix in 50% TFE (Fig. S1A) and similar (negative) ζ-potential values (Table S1) when compared to its cationic counterpart. The amide I band for T3(-) was less red-shifted being closer to that for a monomeric α-helix (1649 cm⁻¹) while completely lacking the 1630 cm⁻¹ band, which was particularly evident from the second derivative spectra (Fig. 2C and S1B). LD spectra showing no specific orientation were nearly identical to those for T3, (Fig. 2B) which should be expected provided that T3(-) did not form longer fibres than T3 and did not associate into bundled structures as T2 and T4 did.

Indeed, as gauged by TEM, it was observed (Fig. 3A). Further, the lower stability of the T3(-) assembly, which led to lower fibre densities, was in perfect agreement with lower size distributions by native gel electrophoresis (Fig. S2). The folding of the template however was comparably cooperative with that of T2, with a similar transition midpoint at ≥30°C (Fig. S3). Thus, it can be concluded that T3(-) tends to form stable lower oligomers with a compromised ability, by the negative net charge, for supramolecular polymerisation when compared to the other templates.

With peptide fibres bearing structural and functional similarities with the native extracellular matrices (ECM), we tested the assembled templates as cell-supporting scaffolds using human dermal fibroblasts. The cells were seeded on all four template substrates and control substrates including bare plastic, taken as a background, and a collagen type I substrate used as a positive ECM control. PrestoBlue® cell proliferation and viability assays, which provide quantitative enzymatic redox indicators of metabolically active cells, revealed that template-coated substrates strongly promoted cell adhesion and proliferation, with cells remaining viable over several days (Fig. 4 and S4). The results were also confirmed by complementary CyQUANT® cell assays, which do not depend on the metabolic activity of cells, but provide a direct measure of total cell numbers based on the total nucleic acid content (Fig. 4B and S4).

Obtained values, expressed as a percentage of total cells, CyQUANT®, and total viable cells, PrestoBlue®, showed similar trends (days 1 and 4), with cell proliferation increasing with the increased peptide length. Correlations with fibre length that are linearly related to cooperativity in folding, which decreased from T2 to T4, were expectedly reverse. Notably, short, but dense, T4 fibres promoted cell proliferation with an efficiency nearing 90% of that of fibrous collagen, whereas the longest, but individually more discrete, T2 fibres gave the lowest proliferation rates (Fig. 4B and S4). Strikingly different was the cell behaviour on the T3 substrates. While on condensed and oriented “carpets” of T4 fibres even proliferation patterns were apparent, cells on the other substrates tended to align and stretch around circular voids (Fig. 4 and S4).

The exact nature of this phenomenon remains unclear. However, with the comparable charge densities (Table S1), it presumably involves cell-fibre co-adjustments suggesting an instructive, and possibly inhibitory, mechanism of cell proliferation flow depending on fibre morphology. For T3 the effect was more evident at high-density cell seeding which was accompanied by notable cell stretching along the void edges (Fig. S4). Equal
explanations for this could be that cells drive away or orient the amorphous T3 “carpets”, regardless of the available fibre density and charge as similar effects were observed for T3 and T3(-).

Conclusions

Using a helical model we have demonstrated exploitable correlations in supramolecular peptide fibres. Empirical inter-relationships were established between peptide and fibre lengths as a synergistic interplay of net charge and supra-molecular cooperativity. The interplay was found (i) to support extensive inter-molecular interactions - otherwise impossible within a peptide sequence space, which is substantially shorter, and (ii) to reversely correlate with peptide length, with the shortest sequence assembling into longer fibres. The synergy in interactions led to a conserved fibre thickness, observed for all templates, and enabled different co-association patterns of assembled nanofibres suggesting biologically relevant correlations. Probed in cell culture the revealed differences correlated with cell proliferation rates that increased as a function of peptide length, and with proliferation patterns specified by fibre associations.
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Fig. 4 Cell adhesion and proliferation. (A) Fluorescence micrographs of human dermal fibroblasts incubated for one day on template-coated substrates. Fluorescent stains Alexa-Fluor 488 phalloidin and 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole highlight actin (green) and nuclear DNA (blue), respectively. (B) Cell counts, total (upper) and total viable (lower) determined by CyQUANT® and PrestoBlue® assays, respectively. Total number of cells on collagen type I on day 4 was taken as 100% after subtracting the background adhesion (bare plastic). Statistical data: (upper) cell numbers on T2 and T3(-) substrates were significantly reduced (p<0.05) when compared to those on T4 and collagen substrates on day 1. T2, T3 and T3(-) substrates had significantly reduced cell numbers (p<0.001) in comparison to collagen and T4 substrates, while T3 and T3(-) substrates had significantly reduced cell numbers (p=0.01) in comparison to T4 substrates, and cell numbers on T2 were significantly reduced (p<0.05) when compared to T3 and T3(-). (Lower) cells grown on T2, T3 and T3(-) substrates had significantly reduced viability on day 1 (p < 0.01) in comparison to T4 and collagen. T2 had significantly reduced viability on day 4 (p<0.001) in comparison to T4 and collagen substrates. T3 had significantly reduced viability (p<0.05) when compared to T4 and collagen substrates.